Heart of Gratitude Project
Hello, I'm Jenny - a Community Artworker in
Little Bookham. I am passionate about
working with communities and all the people
and places in them, and helping people to be
creatively seen and heard!
I also love trees - this project started in my
garden when I was pruning the apple tree,
and saw the right shape for the base of a
heart...
I started thinking about how it would be
great to creatively capture community spirit,
which has really come to the fore at this
especially challenging time.
It would be fantastic if you could make a tag for what has become The Heart of
Gratitude. We are all in a circle of support and help each other in so many
ways, and this will be a creative reflection of that.
All you need to do is:
•
•
•
•
•

choose a ready-made tag or make one yourself
pick something, someone, or somewhere that you feel has really helped
you at this time
write one word, a few words, and an image if you like to describe what
you have chosen
use any colours, shape or style
Send it back - and that's it!

Currently there is just one heart - it is quite big though and I think could easily
take up to 50 tags - it's relatively easy to add extra twig branches and hooks
here and there.
Should there be more tags than space - I have a HUGE pile of apple tree
branches left so can make another or a few smaller - no shortage of raw
materials!

Planning to display in a community setting, potentially a council building as
have had quite good traction from SCC colleagues making tags too - watch this
space!
Thanks so much and Happy Tag Creating!
Jenny
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tHZwKw3jEps&feature=youtu.be

